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The Black Hole Prison was a small room
formed by bricking up two arches
of a similar but smaller arcade
within the East Curtain
south of the East Gate.
[note.—In order to get a dear notion of ike site of the Old Fort, it wiU be
the best for the reader to follow up Lord Curzon'a tabkts which relate to the Fort
first, and afterwards search for the site of the Black Hole.]
The sunken arches, where the Post Office's wagons are
now kept, once formed part of the arcade within the
South Curtain, the wall line of which is marked out for
our instruction by brass lines let into the pavement. The
wall of the Curtain, a portion of which was still standing
in 1895, backed the old Export and Import Warehouses,
and through the arches one would have, in the old days,
looked into the Parade Ground within the Fort. The
Export and Import Warehouses were built against the
South Curtain in 1741 and would have followed the line
'of Koilaghat Street.
Having inspected what remains above ground of the
Old Fort, and having realised the position of the Southern
Curtain, we leave by the way by which we entered and
ascend the steps of the Post Office. The angle of the South-
East Bastion and the thickness of its walls is indicated by
brass line's let into the steps. A tablet pointing out
this fact will be found on an adjacent wall.
Turning to our left, as we enter Dalhousie Square, we
are treading close to where once stood the Bast Curtain.
The entrance to the East Gate is commemorated by a tablet
fixed into the red building opposite the Holwell obelisk.
*	Sixteen feet behind this wall
was the entrance of the East Gate,
etc.
We now must enter the compound of the Customs
House. The outhouses on the right stand where stood
the "Long Row'*—the "Writers' Buildings"—which were
erected on the site of the original kutcha factory. A
tablet records :—
To the west of this tablet
extended the range of buildings,
called the "Long Bow",
which contained the lodgings of the Company's writers
and divided the Old Fort
into two sections.
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